
Year 4 Timetable 22nd June 2020 
 

Reading 
Mission:   
30 minutes  
  

Children to read or support them to read the following text. 

 
 

 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 



After they can answer these questions. These can be verbal answers or they could be written 
down or typed. Children could even draw their responses. Suggested answers are in italics.  
What are invertebrates? 
 
Find and copy a word that means a place a plant or animal might live. 
 
What is the record for the biggest stag beetle found in the UK? 
 
Is a slug a minibeast? Explain how you know.  
 
What is a glossary? 
 
Why does a peacock butterfly have eye-shaped patterns on its wings? How does this help it? 
 
How are bees helpful to plants? 
 
Why do you think spiders would live near ponds or rivers? 
 
Answers are at the end of the timetable. 
 

Writing 
Mission:  
 30 minutes 

Haiku are Japanese poems that follow a strict pattern of 3 lines, with the first line being 5 syllables, 

the second line 7 syllables, and the third line 5 syllables again. They are usually focused on a moment 

in time, either describing a scene or an emotion. 

 

Today you are going to write a haiku about a minibeast. Word choice is important! You only have a 

few syllables to work with.  

 

Serious example (lines with a strike-through show how I chose my words and matched syllables, 

words in brackets explain the syllable count): 

The bumblebee 

Fuzzy Fuzzed body floats hovers (Fuzzed bo-dy ho-vers) 

Nectar sticky, sweet scent drifts (Nec-tar stick-y, sweet scent drifts) 

Bumble away  Job done, bumble home dance away (Job done, dance a-way) 

Not serious example: 

The bumblebee 

Fuzz buzz buzz muzz buzz 

Bzzz buzz fuzz muzz fuzz buzz slurp 

Buzz fuzz buzz buzz fuzz 

 

Maths 
Mission:   
30 minutes   

We have decided it would be a good idea to explicitly set some times tables practice every day to help keep 
us sharp! You could have your own mini-test at the end of week, and send me the results if you like! As a 
reminder, there are plenty of online games to help practise these as well (e.g. 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button). 
 
Today’s times table is the 5 times table. 
 
One of the new topics introduced in maths this year was working with tenths and decimals. Tenths 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button


are found by dividing a number by 10, just like we have been practicing with other fractions. Our 
number system is based on the number 10, and so every place value column is 10 times bigger than 
the last one.  
 
The first column after the decimal point shows tenths. 

 
 
This means we can show the fraction 3/10 as 0.3, the fraction 8/10 as 0.8, and the fraction ½, which 
is the same as 5/10 as 0.5. 
 
BBC Bitesize has some lessons and activities here: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zvyrkxs 
 
Alternatively, you could complete the following activity: 
 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zvyrkxs


 



 



 
 
Reading Mission 
 
 
What are invertebrates? 
Creatures without a backbone. 
Find and copy a word that means a place a plant or animal might live. 
Habitat. 
What is the record for the biggest stag beetle found in the UK? 
8.5cm 
Is a slug a minibeast? Explain how you know.  
Your child’s answer. It has no backbone, makes slime to move easily, has a long body, can be found in piles 
of leaves etc. 
What is a glossary? 
A glossary tells you the meaning of new words. 
Why does a peacock butterfly have eye-shaped patterns on its wings? How does this help it? 
To scare predators so it doesn’t get eaten.  
How are bees helpful to plants? 
They carry pollen to make seeds and new plants. 
Why do you think spiders would live near ponds or rivers? 
To catch and eat all the other minibeasts! 

 

 
 

Topic 
Mission:  
 Day 1 

Your mission today is to go on a minibeast hunt! Try to find as many as you can. If you look carefully, 
you might be able to spot: 

 How many legs they have (none/6/8/many?) 

 Do they have wings? 

 Do they have a hard shell? 

 How do they find their way around? (eyes/antennae/other?) 

 How many main parts do they have to their body? (1/3/many?) 

 Does it look like they live together or on their own? 
 
Write down what you see. Once you have finished your hunt you can categorise what you found by 
number of legs, number of body parts or wings. This is what scientists do to find new species! 


